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Students on a UVic/Parks Canada Archeology Field School excavate clam gardens on Russell Island, May 25, story below.

Special Report by Ken Hancock, Islands Trustee

Digging the islands
Over a seven-week period in May and June
2013, 12 university anthropology students and
two Coast Salish interns camped in the Gulf
Islands National Park Reserve to gain
intensive,
practical experience in
archaeological methods and techniques, and
be introduced to the archaeological literature
and long-term cultural history of the Salish Sea
region.
A diversity of sites at different parkland
locations in the Gulf Island National Park
Reserve were investigated during the field
school course, from ancient coastal villages to
remote inland forested sites, to intertidal clam
gardens, historical farmsteads and industrial
cannery sites.
Since 2010, the UVic-Parks Canada

Archaeology Field School partnership aims to
contribute to research that explores the
richness and diversity of the archaeology of the
Salish Sea, and assist Parks Canada and local
Coast Salish First Nations in their ongoing,
collaborative program of archaeological site
inventory, heritage conservation and public
education in the Gulf Island National Park
Reserve.
The 2013 University of Victoria’s
Archaeology Field School course is a
collaborative partnership between the
Department of Anthropology and Parks
Canada to direct archaeological research and
educational training in the Gulf Islands
National Park Reserve, British Columbia. 0

Bill C-60 ‘may constrain CBC
independence’ Patrick Brown
Bill C-60, the first budget implementation act
of 2013, gives the government the right to
approve, or disapprove, salaries and collective
agreements at the CBC. The government
already controls the CBC’s budget; this move is
seen by the CBC as a direct attack on the
independence of what is supposed to be an
arms-length crown corporation.
CBC President and CEO Hubert Lacroix, in
a May 22 letter, to MP James Rajotte, Chair of
the House of Commons Standing Committee
on Finance, said,
‘We believe that the proposed
amendments to the
Financial
Administration Act, as currently
drafted … may conflict with key parts

of the Broadcasting Act, [CBC’s
governing legislation] and as a result,
would reduce the independence that is
critical to our operation.
‘The Broadcasting Act sets out our
Corporation’s mandate as well as its
structure and reporting relationship
with government. It ensures that the
Corporation has both a comprehensive
reporting structure to Parliament, and
specific safeguards to guarantee armslength independence of its activities.
For example, it is the Broadcasting Act
which gives the Board of Directors the

is at these

CBC, please turn to page 2

North Pender Short Term
Vacation Rentals

It seems there may be a lingering lack of clarity The Past & The Courts’ View
about the legality of short term vacation rentals For many years, a small number of STVR had
(STVR) on North Pender Island and the role of run quietly and stayed ‘under the radar’, often
STVR in the local economy. This may be a
with the knowledge and approval of the
result of ongoing claims that STVR were made neighbours. A major shift occurred when
legal by North Pender Trustees Wayne Wright operators, rental agents (and some realtors)
and Em Round during the 1999-2002 term of discovered the power of the internet.
office.
Agents began actively recruiting absentee
The truth is, that in order to legalize the
owners, advertising on the web and
short term (less than 30-days) rental of
encouraging the tourist rental of unoccupied
residential properties, the trustees
residential properties. Eventually,
would have needed to amend
STVR appeared in almost every
North Pender’s Land Use
‘Conclusively,
neighbourhood on the island,
Bylaw (LUB) and Official
four years ago, these
peaking at an estimated 135
Community Plan (OCP).
claims … were dismissed by a
properties in 2005. In some
In 2000, Trustees
BC Supreme Court Judge when
instances, a single owner
Wright and Round
presented as evidence. The judge’s
might
have several
decided, without review
findings, later upheld by the BC
properties operating at once
or analysis from planning
Court of Appeal, confirmed that
and as many as 81 of the
staff, to approve a
STVR were not and are not
properties
were being
‘Resolution
Without
legal on North Pender
professionally marketed.
Meeting’ to remove a 30-day
Island.’
South Pender Island and
minimum rental requirement for
Hornby Island are the only islands in
dwellings and cottages from the
the Trust Area where STVR use is legal. A look
interpretation section of the Land Use Bylaw.
at the South Pender OCP and Land Use Bylaw
Although they informed some members of would have shown Trustees Wright and Round
the community that they had legalized vacation what was needed to legalize use on North
rentals, in reality they were leaving the needed Pender.
amendments, to the zoning in the LUB and
However, having declared ‘removed’ the
policies in the OCP, for another day.
minimum rental period for dwellings and
Finally, in 2003, recognizing that their
cottages, evidently the trustees summarily
single LUB amendment was inadequate, they informed the Chair of Trust Council (who has
adopted an Enforcement Policy to hold
no direct authority on North Pender) that they
enforcement on STVR in abeyance until an
had legalized their use. This resulted in the
OCP review could be conducted.
STVR, please turn to page 7

SERIOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes outside or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall
Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall
Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—VI Conference Centre
Nanaimo—Beaufort Centre
Nanaimo—Crnr Island Hwy @ Hammond Bay Rd
Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza
Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd CO-OP

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall
Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Avenue
Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave
Campbell River—Willow Point Village
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FULL MOON: SUNDAY, JUNE 23
ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

Involve local government in
energy strategy - Columbia Insitute
Canada’s Premiers have been holding discussions on a national
energy strategy through the Council of the Federation. Canada’s
current approach to energy policy is primarily driven by
individual provinces, but municipalities stand on the front lines
facing rising public sector energy costs, community energy
security questions, and local economic and environmental
concerns, in addition to climate change related strain on local
infrastructure.
‘Through infrastructure adaptation, repairs and related
costs, municipalities will bear much of the financial brunt of
climate change, which is linked directly to energy use.
Municipalities control policy levers crucial to reducing energy
consumption and increasing renewable energy use and
production,’ said Charley Beresford, Executive Director of the
Columbia Institute. ‘A role for municipalities in these
discussions makes good policy sense.’
Energy infrastructure and regulatory processes will be of key
interest to local governments, says the report. A national energy
strategy that reduces dependence on fossil fuels, and accelerates
Canada’s prosperity in the developing global clean energy
economy, will benefit municipalities. Such a strategy would
bring certainty to policy initiatives for all orders of government.
The Premiers charged with developing this strategy have
stated that ‘the next stage is to go out and consult Canadians on
what their thoughts and ideas are for a Canadian energy
strategy.’ Municipalities have needed expertise to bring to the
table. 0
The Columbia Institute is a Canadian public policy institute.
It’s report is available online at:
www.civicgovernance.ca/canadian-energy-strategy.

CBC from page 1
explicit authority to determine the salaries of
CBC/Radio-Canada employees (Sec. 44(2). The Act also
specifies that CBC/Radio-Canada employees are not
public servants (Sec. 44(3)).
The Corporation’s independence is considered so
fundamental to its successful operation that the Act
protects our Corporation from submitting ‘to the
Treasury Board or to the Minister or to the Minister of
Finance any information the provision of which could
reasonably be expected to compromise or constrain the
journalistic, creative or programming independence of
the Corporation’ (52(2)(a)).’
The public interest group Friends of Canadian Broadcasting
has accused the government of ‘stacking the Board (of the CBC)
with Conservative supporters’. All current members of the CBC
Board have been appointed since 2006, when the Conservatives
first became government.
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FULL MOON: SUNDAY, JUNE 23
ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
Tide Table Courtesy of

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations
Ross Walker
250-537-9710

On Time & On Budget
www.islandtides.com

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca
www.islandmarine.ca

Marion Hyde 1922 — 2013
Winston Churchill's epitaph reads, ‘I am ready to meet my
Maker. Whether my Maker is prepared for the great ordeal
of meeting me is another matter.’
That is an equally fitting epitaph for Marion (nee Milroy)
Hyde. Born in 1922 in Saskatchewan, Marion and her four
siblings were raised in Alberta. In Edmonton, at the age of
17, while training to be a stenographer, she met Ralph Hyde,
her future husband. However, he soon left for Royal Military
College in Kingston, Ontario, then went on to World War II
in Europe, so most of their courtship was conducted at a
distance. He was so charmed by the witty letters Marion sent
him overseas, he eventually sent one back asking her to be
his wife.
Just days after he returned from war in August of 1945,
Ralph and Marion were wed in Edmonton. But still they
could not be together. Marion had been working in
Washington, D.C. when the war in Europe ended and, while
she was given time off to travel home to marry her handsome
officer, she had agreed to return to complete the final three
months of her contract. They finally got together in
December of 1945 and remained happily married for 67
years, proudly raising three daughters and a son.
The story of how they came to live on Pender Island is
one she loved to tell. It was 1971, an era when wives did not
routinely do what Marion had been contemplating. One
morning, after making sure she had disseminated a plausible
cover story for her absence that day, Marion left the house
early. Her husband and two teenaged children believed she
was getting her hair done and then meeting a friend for
lunch. Instead, she drove to the airport and flew to
Vancouver. There she boarded a tiny float plane and flew to
Pender Island where she had arranged to meet John
Ferguson, a realtor. He took her to view various lots available
for sale in Magic Lake Estates and, after arranging financing,
she bought one. She then flew back to Edmonton, arriving
home late afternoon as if nothing had happened.
Marion kept the Pender property purchase a secret from
her husband for five years while she paid off the mortgage.
In the meantime, her children were drawn into the
conspiracy in order to help intercept the mail to keep their
father from seeing any correspondence connected with
Pender. Once the property was fully paid off, Marion gave
her husband the deed to the lot on Port Road as a surprise
55th birthday gift. They drove out to see it a few weeks later
and Ralph too fell in love with the island.

Bill C-60
Bill C-60 is entitled the Economic Action Plan 2013 Act, No. 1,
‘an act to implement certain provisions of the budget tabled in
Parliament on March 21, 2013 and other measures’. It amends
25 pieces of existing legislation, affecting customs duties,
insurance companies, federal-provincial fiscal arrangements,
the Canada Pension Plan, immigration, citizenship, nuclear
safety, Parliament itself, the Financial Administration Act, and
the amalgamation of CIDA with the Department of Foreign
Affairs (a partial list).
These are combined in a single debate and a single vote—
pass them all or oppose them all. Following review by the
Finance Committee, the bill was adopted by a Parliamentary
vote on May 28.
To quote Saanich-Gulf Islands MP Elizabeth May, in
Parliament on May 23, ‘Slowly but surely, the executive in this
country—the Prime Minister’s Office, which is subservient to
the will of Parliament—will have all the levers of power it needs
to rule, with Parliament merely an anachronism’. 0
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They spent 20 years part-time and a further 15 living fulltime on Pender, but in 2006 they moved to Burnaby to be
closer to family. On Christmas Day last year, Marion suffered
a disabling stroke. She spent the next three months in
hospital and later a nursing home where she passed away in
early spring.
Marion leaves behind her husband Ralph, four children,
seven grandchildren and five great-grandchildren, all of
whom will miss her intrepid spirit forever.
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Registered Dental Hygienists
offering:
• scaling • root planing
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Celebrating 11 years of service in beautiful Sidney-by-the-Sea

250-655-4884

Saturna Notes
Priscilla Ewbank
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Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement talks halted

Three years after the original agreement, nine environmental
organizations and nineteen forestry companies’ talks to protect
72 million hectares of Canada’s boreal forest for sustainable
forestry and caribou habitat have been ‘suspended’.
The Canadian Boreal Forest Agreement (CBFA) negotiations
have been on the front-line of one of the most difficult concerns
of Canadians: how to manage the trade-offs between the forest
industry together with the communities that depend on it, and
the preservation of the environment. This is a particular
problem in northern Canada and the boreal forest. According
to the Forest Products Association of Canada, CBFA is the
largest and most complex deal of its kind ever negotiated
anywhere in the world.
Now, during the course of the talks, two environmental
groups, Greenpeace Canada and Vancouver’s Canopy have
withdrawn, citing lack of progress.
However, Janet Sumner of the Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society said that ‘groundbreaking solutions’ for
conservation have been reached under the CBFA with
Paddle Row & Hike
companies such as Tembec and Alberta Pacific Forest
Sunday, June 9, the annual Taylor Point, Paddle, Row and Hike Industries in north-eastern Ontario and Alberta. The northtook place. Parks and Recreation has sponsored the event for
eastern Ontario agreement included an 8,000 square kilometer
years. Everybody is welcome to sign-up, noting which form of
locomotion they want to use to get from docks or trailheads to
Taylor Point.
Signing up guarantees you a fabulous sandwich made by
Chef Hubertus—dead animal or vegetable—cookies, water and
juice upon your arrival at Taylor Point. Each method of
transport has a director, John Gahn was in charge of nautical
transport—kayaks, rowboats, motor boats and our 6-oar
Near Sidney, Saanich,
• WATER WELLS
Spanish longboat replica,Saturnita that comes out of her winter
Victoria, Ferries & Airport
• HYDROFRACTURING
hibernation and is cleaned up and launched for this event. Dave
Seniors’ Specials
TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS
Cheslow, standing in for ailing wife, Park InterpreterAthena,
Long & Short Term
•
D
RILLING
FOR GEOSOURCE
directed the walkers. Jacques and Nan Campbell came with
Mention ad for discount!
1-800-746-7444
others on horses. Five minutes after the hikers stepped out of
1.800.809.0788
250-537-8456
the shade into the broad shallow sandy beach the kayaks began
gsaautorentals.com
to pull up on the shore.
www.drillwell.com
drill@drillwell.com
The day could not have been better, no wind, good tides and
shady/sunny weather. The food was delicious, the dogs raced
An Island Family Business for
47 Years!
flat out aong the beach sending plumes of wake into the air.
Scrap Car, Truck,
People lounged on the silvery driftwood logs, munching and
Bus & Equipment
chatting. About 60 people listened to Parks and Recreation
REMOVAL
Hy-Geo
chair Michel Bourassa welcome us all, thanking the directors
No
Wheels?
and the Campbell family for allowing us to hike down the Gulf
Consulting
No Problem!
Islands National Parks Trail and return via their farm road. He
Technical services for
ended enthusiastically ‘What a splendid event!’ Lots of people
Medium & large bins
Water Wells
for metal clean-up
went home using another mode of transport, so many had a
also
available
Aquifers
walk and a row to cover the 8-mile round trip.
This is rose time. All the roses have the message and are
blooming rambunctiously—native, feral and garden types.
Except for the roses we have hacked down to reclaim our fields,
they are all gorgeous and smell from variations of spicy to Avon
lady to fruity mango.
Fifteen foot sprays arch out from hedges; deep pink, simple
petalled, wild Nootka ones. The thorns are like shark teeth,
nobody walks around with decorative sprays to fill vases.
Deer are excellent botanists and can discern the difference
between cultivated roses and our native baldhip and Nootka
roses—with a tiny whiff and achomp. Those roses sneaking into
our pastures are untouched by any small, medium, adventurous
or lusting deer, at any time of the year.
If any of my domestic roses stray an inch out of the 9ft fence
they are bonzai-ed immediately as high as any big fat buck
standing on its hind legs holding onto the fence wire to steady
itself, can reach.
Tent caterpillars are equally as admiring of roses. In bad
infestation years the roses can be a cobwebby pallid mess.

logging-free area for caribou habitat, together with an increase
in wood supply for local mills.
CBFA signatories have also supported the proposed Dillon
River Wildland Park and the Gipsy-Gordon Wildland Park in
Alberta. Interviewed, Sumner was quoted as saying she was
‘feeling quite positive about a similar situation in Manitoba and
Saskatchewan’.
The current difficulties arose in discussions with Resolute
Forest Products, which has extensive landholdings and cutting
rights in northwestern Ontario and Quebec. Environmental
groups have accused Resolute management of not providing
negotiators with a flexible enough mandate.
Resolute said that the environmental groups were
unprepared to consider ‘economic and social’ factors. Both sides
have indicated their willingness to return to the table if there are
new proposals to be considered.
The Forest Products Association of Canada is negotiating
with the Canadian Boreal Initiative, Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society, David Suzuki Foundation, ForestEthics,
Ivey Foundation, The Nature Conservancy, and the
International Boreal Conservation Campaign. 0
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Saturna Singers & Elephant Movie
Saturday, June 8, featured two roundly supported events. The
very professional Saturna Singers presented an hour-long
concert at Saint Christopher’s Church. The Reverend Dawn
Wood welcomed the audience noting that August 25th is the
50th anniversary of the building of the church, There will be a
celebration in August. The musical program was wonderful with
standing room only. Our little church provides a suitable setting
for the singers—intimate, terrific acoustics, and a lovely, slightly
raised stage so that the singers and Sharon Schermbrucker,
choir director, are showcased for the audience.
The a capella parts were particularly haunting. This is the
second big performance this year for the singers and they were
relaxed and confident with their material and their audience.
The Community is very appreciative of the time, effort and
talent that all put forth to create such a cultural event for us.
Right after the concert, Islanders moved over to the
Community Hall, where filmmaker Patricia Sims screened her
film Elephants Never Forget. Patricia lives on Saturna when
she isn’t making wildlife films. It was a treat for Saturna
Islanders to see her film and hear what she has been up to the
last five years. Another feature film about elephants and
humans is still in the making.
Patricia is passionate about elephants and their present
plight. At this point, Asian elephants are endangered. The
Queen of Thailand has sponsored the first film and has provided
a forest haven for dispossessed street elephants. Patricia pointed
out that our relationship with elephants is complex and
profound. The obvious local parallel is that which we have with
orcas. Both species are social with matrilineal societies, both are
endangered by our presence and sheer numbers, both respond
to humans with complex behaviors and are highly intelligent.
Thailand, where Patricia has been working, is in a time of
rapid social change. For centuries, elephants have been the
main mode of transportation and working partners of the Thai
people. Of equal significance, elephants have been firmly
embedded in the cultural and religious life of Thailand, even
revered. The connection has all ended precipitously. Many
critical issues face the lives of these newly ‘extraneous’ elephants
and Patricia wants to encourage, educate and inspire humans
SATURNA, please turn to page 8
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Besley

Design & Build

Foundations & Framing
Siding & Roofing
Finishing
Decks & Fences
Renovations & Additions
Timberworks & Arbors
25 years experience
Licensed & Insured
Call Ron for free estimate
rbesley@shaw.ca • 250.537.8885

FIREWOOD

FOR SALE
2-4 Cord Loads
Seasoned Fir
Call Ian for pricing

250-474-7325

Metal & Torch-On
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BBB, Licensed, Insured, WCB,
Visa M/C • Excellent references

www.soarecontracting.com

Dave’s Drilling
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Dave
250-537-7481
Callum 250-538-8640
“We don’t stand
behind our work,
we stand behind a tree.”

250-539-5463

information@hy-geo.com

www.hy-geo.com

MARINE
www.flynn.ca
250-652-0599
- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing
- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings
• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker

250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

MOORINGS

WAHL MARINE LTD.

INSTALLED, SERVICED,
MAINTAINED

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling
aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats
crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Dock Chain Inspection
& Replacement

135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

Chris West
Dive Services

REAL ESTATE
Salt Spring Island. For sale by owner:
MLS:
X2563452.
Beautifully
renovated, move-in ready, 2,904. sq.
ft. home on 0.5 acr e lot in gr eat
neighbourhood.
Website:
www.karenbobpotter.com phone 250538-2013

250-888-7199/250-538-1667

cdwest@telus.net
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Island Tides’
advertisers help
you get it done.

FOR SALE
Round bar roof rack, for vehicle with
rain gutters. Also Yakima kayak mount
saddles and posts. 250 629-6038.
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Under-Estimating Green House Gas

Dear Editir:
Dear Editor:
Elizabeth May’s June 6 article implies that if the international
While the results around the province were disappointing on
Keystone XL pipeline project completes it will provide the
election night and status quo won out over change for the better, transportation system that will release millions more tonnes of
we made a very progressive and historic change in Saanich
carbon emissions for decades that are not being considered.
North and the Islands.
Presently the end user refineries that process the tar sands
Candidates Stephen P Roberts, Adam Olsen and Scott
bitumen must remove 24% of the carbon content from the tar
McEachern ran strong and respectful campaigns. In the course sands bitumen to produce their gasoline and diesel fuel
of our 10 all-candidate debates, I came to regard them as
products. Since this 24% by-product known as petcoke does
colleagues who shared a passion for public service, and even
not make its way through manufacturing process and cannot
some common ground on key policy issues. I wish them well,
be used in North America it stands to reason it does not need to
and I know our communities can count on their continued
be accounted for in the emission calculations.
service.
However a compelling reason to consider the emissions
I was elected as the first ever NDP MLA in this constituency from petcoke is that its ultimate fate will be from exporting the
because of the incredible hard work and commitment from
combustion process to a vast number of developing countries
members, donors and volunteers, who day-after-day during the around the world. In fact a key profit component for the
campaign helped make our positive case with voters.
economics of the keystone XL pipeline will come from the sale
And now my work begins. I am honoured to have been
and profit from exporting this by-product which requires no
elected to represent and advocate for the people of Saanich
additional value-added expense and would otherwise end up
North and the Islands in the British Columbia legislature.
being a financial burden to the oil companies.
This diverse constituency is facing many challenges—
The worldwide appetite for a cheap energy supply for
continued increases in ferry costs and possible service cuts, the electricity from the by-product petcoke will ultimately accelerate
threat posed by oil tanker traffic, and further erosion of
the expansion of the tar sands and significantly increase the
important public services that may arise out of an ill-conceived world’s greenhouse gas emissions.
provincial budget.
The impact from these additional emissions must also be
There are also opportunities—important infrastructure
considered in what the European Commission has already
investments, public transit improvements, affordable housing determined, that the tar sands fuels are 23% greater in
projects, food security initiatives, and measures to better protect emissions than fuels from conventional crude. Without some
our unique environment and First Nations heritage.
key technological breakthrough(s) the tar sands and associated
I will work hard and constructively on these and other
exportation development greatly increases the world’s emission
challenges and opportunities with all political parties, First
per unit of energy produced and this is going in the wrong
Nations, local governments, our federal MP, community groups direction.
and leaders.
Charles Konkle, Quadra Island
I know you all believe, as I do, that we have a responsibility
Food Safety
to help one another, give back to our communities, and preserve
and protect this precious place. I look forward to working with Dear Editor:
Canadians count on the government to make sure the food we
you over the next four years toward these ends.
Gary Holman, MLA Saanich North & The Islands eat is safe, yet when it comes to the inspection system,
Agriculture Minister Gerry Ritz and the Conservative
Compliance Not Demonstrating
government refuse to own up to their own mistakes.
Competence
An independent review of last year’s XL Foods E-coli
Dear Editor:
outbreak, which led to the largest beef recall in Canadian
Reviewing the major information gaps in the rejected
history, found that the outbreak was entirely preventable. It
Compliance Coal Corporation’s environmental asessment
found that there was not ‘a strong food safety culture’ in the
application raises some interesting questions.
Canadian Food Inspection Agency at all levels. Staff were
Over the course of the past several years, Compliance had
played a significant role in drafting the Application Information inadequately trained and inspection practices weren’t good
Requirements (AIR) guidelines. Once the AIR was finalized in enough. Our government failed.
Many of these problems would have been fixed if the
June 2012, Compliance set out to compile their Application
Conservatives had followed through on their commitment to
having full knowledge of what information would be required
implement the recommendations of the Weatherill Report on
based on the AIR guidelines.
Compliance spent nearly ten months and an untold amount the listeriosis contamination at Maple Leaf Foods in 2008, a
of money to compile and submit their Application, and the EAO serious shortcoming they refuse to admit.
Minister Ritz claims he has been ‘bolstering’ our food
after six weeks of evaluation rejected it ‘identifying the major
inspection
system and that he has ‘added 20% to the personnel.’
information requirements the EAO considered not to have been
In
fact,
documents
reveal he plans to cut hundreds of food safety
adequately addressed as per the AIR’.
and inspection staff at CFIA, which will reduce, not strengthen
Was this due to incompetence, lack of due diligence or
our food safety system.
possibly just plain sloppiness?
The Conservatives also failed to implement the final
The response from Compliance to the Application rejection
was ‘it’s typical and not unexpected to get the Application back, recommendation of the Weatherill Report, which called for an
independent, comprehensive resource audit to ensure that the
we’re not overly upset’. Basically saying they’re fine with the
CFIA had the resources, human and otherwise to carry out its
EAO giving them a ‘do-over’. Can you imagine your child
knowing what was required to be in the term paper and received mandate. Even the former President of the CFIA, Carole Swan,
an incomplete/failing grade, and said ‘they weren’t overly upset,’ said that what they did do was not the audit the Weatherill
report called for. That could have prevented many of the
besides the teacher gave them a ‘do-over’?
Probably the most glaring area of missing information in the problems.
This slapdash approach allowed problems at XL Foods to go
Application centered around hydrology issues, water treatment,
etc. How is it possible after all of the local government motions unchecked for years, allowing the E-coli contamination that
that included requests for comprehensive aquifer mapping, and caused 18 Canadians to get sick, cost $16-27 million to the beef
the concerns raised by the public on water issues, an Application industry and undermined consumer confidence in our food
safety system.
was submitted with so much missing hydrology information?
Will Minister Ritz and the Conservatives actually implement
This latest Application rejection highlights why Compliance
the recommended changes to food inspection to prevent a third
has been unable to obtain ‘social license’ from the residents of
major food crisis on their watch? Don’t hold your breath—when
the Comox Valley and Port Alberni. For many of us,
I asked him in Question Period, he refused to commit to an
Compliance’s assurances and predictions around the Raven
Coal Mine project are neither credible or attainable. How much implementation date.
Frank Valeriote, MP Guelph, Ontario
more of the public’s time are they going to waste?
John Snyder, Fanny Bay
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Ocean’s Day all over! This is Mayne Island Conservancy’s celebration at Miners Bay (looking into Acttive
Pass). The tiny sculpin (inset) was one of the many treasures inspected.

Oceans Day on Gabriola

A tidal wave of families, friends and environmentalists hit
Gabriola’s Descanso Bay Park to celebrate Oceans Day 2013.
Tiny tots and everyone else from nine to ninety were hugely
entertained throughout the sunny day.
Down on the beach, marine biologists dived for living
examples of sea creatures and plants to float (temporarily) in
tanks for all to examine and explore. It’s a miracle of island life
that even very small children find it quite natural
to touch and enjoy these ocean creatures—in
contrast to city kids and adults who are
often shyer on visits to marine
museums.
A score of tents and tables on the
grassed areas above the beach took
the exploration further, with tanks,
posters and interactive discussion of
the bounties and biodiversity of
marine life. People interested in
various subjects related to the ocean and
its ‘nearshores’ (surrounding areas of
uplands, beaches, backshore, cliffs and bluffs,
and intertidal and subtidal areas) questioned and
learned from the experts and enthusiasts manning the tents.
A good number of regional and provincial marine
conservation organizations were involved and focused on island
issues. BC’s Ministry of Environment had material on well
protection and groundwater stewardship and Nanaimo
Regional District representatives discussed, amongst other
things, rainwater harvesting. Young folks from the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans were among the divers and information
providers.
A steady stream of interested folks surrounded GROWLS
(Gabriola Rescue of Wildlife Society) that highlighted close-tohome issues, like how to deal with beach-stranded seal pups
and moulting elephant seals. (On Gabriola, we should contact
GROWLS immediately and don’t pour water on them or try to
move them into the water; and keep children and dogs away
from them.)

- Mary Gillis

Another draw with the public was the tent display on
protecting kelp and eelgrass meadows, among the world’s
richest and most productive habitats in producing the oxygen
we breathe, and playing a critical role in global climate and
ocean cycles. The tanks and posters in this tent showed some of
the sea creatures that thrive in our island regions.
Environmental action groups included Gabriola’s Save Our
Shores (SOS), Communities to Protect Our Coast (CPOC)
from Parksville, Mid-Island Sustainable Stewardship
Initiative (MISSI), Living Oceans Society, Council
of Canadians, Georgia Strait Alliance, and many
more.
Seated calmly sewing at a shaded table on
the grass amidst the fun and games area were
Gabriola’s Positive Energy Quilters, working
on a seascape quilt with the words ‘Salmon
are sacred … because oil spills kill’ gracefully
embroidered into its shades of blue, salmon
pink and silver.
Leaping, running small bodies, high-pitched
laughter and children at play surrounded this peaceful
quilting group. Numerous face painters from Gabriola’s
artist community designed creative face masterpieces to admire
and wonder at. Large bubbles floated around the kids, courtesy
of Peter Joyes, ‘the bubble man’ who works the island’s Saturday
Market and is a former carnival artist.
Members of Gabriola’s Power Squadron were also on hand
in the children’s fun area, and had brought along its ‘L’il Gabe’,
a tiny boat mascot for the squadron that the children are invited
to climb all over and play the boating game—on dry land.
Organisers extraordinaires, Deborah Ferens and Jim
Demler, were thrilled with the turnout from both public and
volunteers. ‘And financially,’ Deb added, ‘with the support of
the Regional District, the Island Credit Union, Gabriola Village
Foods and the local Coop gas.’
Young food concession volunteer, Andy Rollerson, described
the event as ‘a ton of fun’ which seemed to sum up the day for
many who attended. 0

UNITING ISLANDS BIG AND SMALL
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Thinking Like An
Archipelago - Christa Grace-Warrick

This address was given to Islands Trust Council on June 12.
‘Experience The Islands’ initiative, which is
hat could be in the future for our
island communities? After almost going gangbusters here on Mayne and on the
30-years of archipelago watching, ‘ferry’ well-connected Southern Islands.
So, appreciating those understandings:
I’d like to talk about what could happen next.
tough
times are times of opportunity; we don’t
I want to tell you folks (Trust Council)
need to know what the future will actually be
because you are the closest thing we’ve got to
like, we can get clues from our past, life’s an
an archipelago council; a body whose job it is
improvisation, and let’s think big—let’s look
to think on that scale.
forward.
And that’s not easy, insularity is a powerful
Four Thoughts For Creating
thing and we all love our own island to bits.
However we create more possibilities by
The Future
thinking in connection—and what a model we The world is at a moment of great opportunity.
have in the Islands Trust.
That opportunity is the low-carbon future. We
First, I’d like to emphasize four ideas that I are well positioned to seize this opportunity
think are important: a time of opportunity, the because of the enormous expertise and
path into the future, life as an improvisation,
experience in Gulf Islands’ elders. And the
and thinking big.
ideas, energy and great willingness of our
Many years ago, an associate in the theatre youngsters.
said to me that moments of crisis were times
On the Islands, we have had to do things
of opportunity. He deliberately sought them
ourselves; solve our problems, create our
out as a career move. What seem like hard
infrastructure. A few weeks ago, during the
times are really opportunities for advancement. Lt–Governor’s tour of the Southern Islands,
Looking backwards at the past, we can see her aide-de-camp, Lieutenant Jamie Webb
where we’ve been. Our life résume sounds like said something very interesting to me. I asked
a career. Now, my friend, Tim Smit creator of
him what was most amazing about the islands
England’s Eden Project, says that it only looks and I suggested volunteerism. He shook his
like that from here.
head and said ‘No’. What was most striking
It didn’t look like that at the time. There
was the quality and diversity of our buildings—
were all sorts of sidetracks, messy bits, and new
our infrastrucure.
starts. When we glance back, we think we knew
Now actually, there is a connection because
what we were doing, and we shouldn’t be
that is what we do with our volunteering—big
discouraged because we don’t see forward.
projects. Islanders take ownership of their
If we can imagine just a bit of the future, it’s
needs. And completing these big projects teach
enough to make a start. There are clues in the
skills, makes us happy, and gives us the
past that help: we can see what sort of things
confidence to forge ahead.
happened, what sort of things worked, what
We are very used to creating infrastructure
kind of folks we might be, what we might try
on each island but what about for multiple
next. That’s the beauty of experience.
islands? There is an appetite. Despite our
We can come up with a few likely ideas and
insularity, it would be good to recognize the
march off into the sunset. Being alive is
current hunger to know about each other. For
heading somewhere, we know not where, but
example, Island Tides’ readers want to know
what we are undertaking seems like a good
about and be inspired by other islands.
idea and it will do for a start. Once we do start,
Some of us even hunger for face-to-face
all sorts of things come into play and we get the
contact. Think in terms of Gabriola’s ‘Island
next ideas. Life is a giant improvisation.
Connections’ initiative (which will hold its
A powerful mantra, which uses our heart’s
third, mostly-by-boat ‘Gathering’ on Galiano
desires and our past, to help plan the
this August, and think also of the people who
unknowable future (another one from Tim
travel to Galiano’s annual Bob Dylan Birthday
Smit), is to ask ‘What does ‘Great!’ look like?’
Party).
This is an idea generator which will fire
And let’s not forget that other great
people up. A good example is Ed Andrusiak’s
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A suitable happy occasion. MLA Gary Holman, Saanich North & The Island, is sworn in.
connector, Islands Trust Council, gathered
here today. The Islands Trust has succeeded
beyond anybody’s wildest dream. It’s a prime
example of thinking big and thinking like an
archipelago.
Why do we want to know and visit each
other? I think, because we like to be defined by
our incomparable environment (our ‘terroir’).
Seeing each other within it gives pleasure.
Together we have lift-off.
What kind of lift-off? Once again, the
Southern Islands’ ‘Experience the Islands’
initiative is a great example. A big idea,
thinking like an archipelago, seeing where the
idea takes us.
Experience The Islands is not so much
about tourism, though it might be about
visitors. It’s really about living here and
learning what it’s like to live here—the
creativity, the cooperation, the ingenuity, the
resilience, the know-how, the day-to-day. It is
learning our ‘terroir’ as we introduce it to
others. We know we have something special
here that the world prizes—and we can export
that knowledge of how we live here.
This brings me to four big ideas that I have
in mind—so far.

Gulf Islands Multi-Versity,
At Home and Away
You see, a university is not enough, we need
more ages, different levels, more styles of
learning and teaching, different campuses….
And we need to do it ourselves.
I remember the islands’ SD#64 continuing
ed program from many years ago—it was
fantastic. And today there are programs in
every nook and corner of all the Salish Sea
islands. If we could connect them up, we can
see who we are.
For a start, how about using the magic of
computers? We could register every act of
teaching and learning that we now do, whether
it showing someone how to split wood, grow
peas, run a computer, wire a house, start a
business, produce energy, or control climate.
We would quickly see what a teachinglearning community we are. And one which
people will happily visit to teach and to learn.
Think of all the people resource we have on
the islands—all the elders with expertise and
knowledge that they have imported from their
former lives. Think how many would like to do
something with that expertise. We could create
structures to mobilize all that talent.
Coupled with new ideas, we could teach our
expertise across the country, the continent, the
world.
We can teach and learn through people
coming to us—we certainly have a place to
which they want to come. And, because the
demand will be much bigger than the number
of beds we can provide, we could also export
what we are and what we know by distance
education.
Once we see ourselves as a centre of

learning, like Lindisfarne or Timbuctu,
something wonderful will happen—a structure
which comes from our traditions coupled to
new ways that are good for the world. An entity
by us, of us, about us, both our mental and
spiritual world and our physical world.
Take it one more step. The most needed,
and exciting learning right now is how to
proceed into our low-carbon future. This fits
well with islanders and their aspirations. The
Gulf Islands could turn themselves into a lowcarbon laboratory which could reflect out to the
world a developing low-carbon way-of-life
(economy if you want to call it that). Now
there’s a nice big idea.
So we need new business as well as new
learning. Another idea I have is the
entrepreneur school, which is a subset of the
multiversity, which is, in turn, a subset of a lowcarbon lab.
Islanders’ ingenuity and resilience is wellsuited to teaching entrepreneurship. Let’s use
our centres of islands’ excellence, as a working
laboratory for young folk to learn how start-up,
develop and run ‘new business’. There is a
particular skill-set which can be applied to new
ideas and innovations and turn them into
meaningful work and economic realities. It’s
not being taught widely enough, so let’s teach
it here.
That takes me to another idea. I call it the
Company of Place. On the islands, we have a
number of business people, like me, who have
created a business which has become an
important part of the cultural fabric. Now,
twenty or thirty years on, owners would like to
hand them on.
How to do that? With BC’s new
Community Contribution Company (CCC) we
could form an overarching company for several
businesses which were as diverse as possible
and on as many islands as possible.
A CCC could continue or expand these
business: using all sorts of economies of scale
and social structures, and buying out the
originators over time so that they could retire
without the community losing these vital
cultural assets. Thus, established business can
be a basis for the future without starting from
square one again and again.
One of the things that is coming into focus
globally is the importance of government, of
political will, necessary regulation. It seems
difficult in these time when we despise politics.
Proportional representation and re-instating of
environmental protection may be a long time
coming.
However, I would say this: in this place and
with our style of governance we have much
hope. We can simply begin. What we can
achieve would amaze and delight us.
Let’s just do it! We’ll be great together. 0
Christa Grace-Warrick is owner, publisher
and editor of Island Tides regional
newsapaper and has been thinking about
how the Salish Sea archipelago can thrive
since 1986. 0
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Mayne Island demonstrators, joined by Save Our Shores members from Gabriola and Lynn Perrin from Abbotsford, representing Pipe Up!, listen to a presentation to Trust Council by Kinder Morgan.

STVR from page 1

‘Chair Letter’ which is often referred to, but
which has no effect.
Conclusively, four years ago, these claims,
including sworn affidavits by the trustees and
the ‘Chair Letter’, were dismissed by a BC
Supreme Court Judge when presented as
evidence. The judge’s findings, later upheld by
the BC Court of Appeal, confirmed that STVR
were not—and are not—legal on North Pender.

OCP Review Debate
It is well documented that during the
2006/2007 North Pender OCP Review, there
was an, often rancorous, community debate on
whether the local trust committee should
amend the OCP and the Land Use Bylaw in
order to legalize STVR as a principal use.
All options were thoroughly examined,
including Temporary Use Permits (TUP). TUP
can be valid for up to three years, can be
renewed once. They permit uses not normally
allowed by the zoning. The pro-STVR lobby,
including the Chamber of Commerce and
Pender Island Vacation Rental Association,
made it clear that they were unequivocally
opposed to any kind of regulation, including
TUP.
On the other side of the debate, many
residents did not support this use for TUP
seeing them as a ‘spot rezoning’. Some worried
that the TUP process represents negative
option approval. (If the neighbours were away
while the application was being processed, they
would return to find, in the absence of their
objections, an STVR next door.) For the
taxpayer, there are also unrecoverable costs
associated with administering the permits and
enforcing the conditions.
Despite representations made by the
Chamber of Commerce, there was also
disagreement in the business community. One
of the key issues was ‘tax inequity’. There are
several Tourist Commercial-zoned property
owners who, as well as paying high tax rates,
have to comply with water testing, health, fire
inspections and other regulations that apply to
their commercial property. These properties
have a total stock of over 150 unbuilt visitor
accommodation units. Some commercial
owners felt that STVR represent unfair
competition. They argued that, in addition to
paying less property tax and having no

+

regulatory requirements to meet, STVR
provide comparatively little in the way of direct
employment for locals, apart from seasonal
cleaning and sporadic maintenance.
On North Pender, almost half of all
residences are seasonal, which results in a
doubling of the population during the tourist
season. When trustees spoke with working
people, STVR were often credited with
contributing to evictions of local renters in
May, as landlords prepared to change over
from monthly to weekly rentals for the tourist
season. This May to September housing
instability was also identified by some
employers in the service sector as creating
difficulty housing the additional workforce
needed during the busy season to respond to
the already established demand.
The outcome of that Review is an OCP that
clearly states that STVR are not permitted in
the Rural Residential and Rural zones as a
principal use. Amendments to the OCP provide
that resort-zoned properties can apply to build
larger units in order to accommodate families.
Provisions for campgrounds were extensively
reviewed and provide potential for establishing
more affordable, low impact visitor
accommodation.

issue is primarily about how a community
chooses to use its residential neighbourhoods
and whether there are neighbours that would
welcome this type of use next door.
For future reference, it would be instructive
for the LTC to know whether, despite their
objections during the OCP review, any of the
established neighbourhood associations or
water districts would now like to be an area that
welcomes vacation rentals.
In the meantime, the Southern Gulf Island
Economic Development Commission is hard
at work examining how to improve our year
round economy and the LTC actively supports
their efforts. For instance, the ‘Experience the
Gulf Islands’ project has a clear commitment

to improving the tourism economy without
ignoring its social and environmental impacts.
The project plans incorporate foresight and
community engagement to see that any
benefits realized will be shared with islanders
in an equitable fashion.
The North Pender Local Trust Commitee’s
top priorities include continuing with the
Shoreline Stewardship Initiative and holding
community workshops on Conservation
Subdivision, leading to a review of the
Subdivision Bylaw. The goal is to provide better
stewardship for today and plan better
neighbourhoods for tomorrow, to ensure that
North Pender’s special values are preserved
and protected for residents and visitors alike.0

Coming Round Again
Earlier this year, an ad hoc pro-STVR petition,
conceived and promoted by a local realtor and
subsequently supported by the Chamber of
Commerce Executive, was presented to the
North Pender LTC. The petition wrongly
attributed enforcement jurisdiction to the CRD
and asked for a permitting regime to be
established.
What the petition asked for, already exists
for the most part. An owner of a residential
property can apply for a Temporary Use
Permit (TUP) to conduct short term vacation
rentals. The decision whether to grant a TUP
involves a community process, which can
include consultation with the neighbours,
stakeholders and the broader community.
The Local Trust Committee, if it approves
the permit, can include specific conditions in
an effort to mitigate potential impacts. To date,
no applications have been received.
While proponents are eager to refer to the
STVR issue as solely an economic matter, the
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Year-round gardening starts here… all you need is a greenhouse!
Halls English Greenhouses are known for high quailty & affordability.
Five models, 6 or 8ft wide, 4 to14ft long. Easy to assemble kits.
See our website for details.

Russell Nursery, Island Agent for Halls Greenhouses
1370 Wain Road, North Saanich, BC (first exit off ferry)
250-656-0384 www.russellnursery.com/greenhouses
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Hummingbird raising. This is what happens
next! Feeding fledgling hummingbirds.

Kinder Morgan pipeline spill
The June 13 oilspill on the Kinder Morgan pipeline proves that
building a second pipeline to ship tar sands bitumen to BC’s
south coast is a dangerous idea, says Sierra Club BC Interim
Executive Director Sarah Cox said today.
The spill came a day after Kinder Morgan addressed Islands
Trust Council on Mayne about marine oilspills. At the meeting,
it became apparent that the company has no jurisdiction or
repsonsibility for marine oilspills.
‘The accident near Merritt shows that BC is not immune to
potentially disastrous oil spills,’ said Sarah Cox. ‘It’s proof
positive that we need to reject Kinder Morgan’s proposal to
build a second pipeline in order to ship tar sands bitumen past
Victoria and the Gulf Islands.’
Kinder Morgan, one of the world’s largest pipeline
operators, plans to build a new 1,150km pipeline from the tar
sands to Burnaby’s Westridge Marine Terminal to ship diluted
bitumen from the tar sands. The pipeline would result in more
than 400 oil tankers a year travelling through the Gulf Islands
and past Victoria.
‘Kinder Morgan is already carrying tar sands bitumen
through the 60-year-old Trans Mountain pipeline. Bitumen is
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Ready to list your home?

You have worked hard to build equity …PROTECT IT!
For a better approach to selling your property, call:

Bob Herr, Managing Broker

Phone: 250.382.2885, Email: rwherr@shaw.ca
Never Any Commission • Service Available Throughout BC

Photo Sequence: Karoline Cullen

much more difficult to clean up than conventional oil, as we saw
in Michigan with the spill in the Kalamazoo River,’ said Cox.
The city of Victoria and the Union of BC Municipalities have
passed resolutions opposing the expansion of oil tanker traffic
to the coast, with Victoria city council stating ‘unequivocal
opposition’ to the Kinder Morgan proposal.
‘Pipelines are not job creators, unless you want to work in oil
spill response,’ commented Cox. ‘Kinder Morgan’s new pipeline
would create only 35 full-time jobs while putting 200,000 jobs
at risk in the Lower Mainland alone.’
This news follows immediately on the heels of another major
spill of 9.5 million litres of toxic waste from an oil and gas
operation in northern Alberta—the third major leak in that
region in recent times. 0

Paying a fair share for
water use
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives
The BC government has a poor handle on how much water
major industries are using, even though those industries are
expanding and climate change is altering stream and river flows,
a new report concludes.
Released June 11 by the POLIS Project on Ecological
Governance and the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives,
the study recommends that the provincial government build on
its commitments to improve environmental management by
granting one provincial authority sole responsibility for
collecting data on all water use in the province.
‘BC’s water resources face numerous challenges, from
climate change to population growth, to potentially explosive
growth in polluting industries, including the mining and
liquefied natural gas sectors,’ says report author Ben Parfitt, a
research associate with POLIS and resource policy analyst with
the CCPA. ‘Now more than ever, we need the province to
commit to a Water Sustainability Act that embraces the need
for transparent, across-the-board reporting of all water use.’
The report finds that in some cases the province does not
even require major industries to meter their withdrawals from
lakes, rivers and streams. In the pulp and paper industry, for
example, only one mill is required to have meters installed.
There is also a complete lack of regulation on sub-surface or
groundwater withdrawals.
The report also finds evidence that the province is foregoing
sizeable revenues by undercharging companies for the water
they use. In the natural gas industry, where large amounts of
water are used in hydraulic fracturing (fracking) operations, the
province receives just $2.75 per Olympic swimming pool
quanntity withdrawn from lakes, rivers and streams. Yet the
community of Dawson Creek is charging some of the same
companies $11,000 for the equivalent volume of water.
The report recommends a new model for the provincial
government to track industrial water use, including:
Designate one BC agency sole responsibility for gathering
and publicly reporting all water use data, and have an
independent auditor periodically verify the agency’s
performance.
Require that all major water users meter the water they
consume and report that data to the provincial agency
responsible for water use data collection.
Finally, increase water-use fees and use a portion of the
revenues collected to pay for a BC-wide water-use database and
increased environmental monitoring and enforcement efforts,
says the report.
‘Counting Every Drop: The Case for Water Use Reporting in BC’
is available at policyalternatives.ca/counting-every-drop. 0

SATURNA NOTES from page 3

to come together to change their fate. It seems that elephants
truly don’t forget; the reintroduced elephants ‘remember’ how
to forage and live in the forest and how to form new family
clusters.

New Lodge Owners
On the same busy weekend, the new owners of Saturna Lodge,
Laura Swan and Ron Lewis invited the Community to an Open
House to see the Lodge, bedrooms and the gardens, to indulge
in a buffet, have drinks and to visit. The new owners got this
one right: Saturna Islanders are curious, and love to eat and
chat! Many Islanders came to see and to welcome the new
owners and wish them well. Laura and Kevin will bring new
ideas and new ways of doing things that will generate a lot of
interest among locals and guests. 0
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The latest attempt to deny climate science - Elizabeth May

I

papers from researchers all around the world,
The modus operandi of Dr Lu is known as
n case you missed it, earlier this month an greenhouse gases, and not all greenhouse gases
are ozone depleters, but there is certainly a
‘curve forcing.’ This is defined by the excellent has thoroughly examined the relative warming
article appeared in a little known physics
constellation of overlap.
website ‘Skeptical Science’ as ‘the practice of
powers of CFCs and GHG and concluded that
journal, rated by scientists as of ‘low
The Montreal Protocol, the architecture of scaling several variables without any sort of
CFCs have a warming potential about 1/5th
influence,’ the International Journal of
that of GHG. The more I read about Lu’s
Modern Physics B. The article claimed that all which was virtually exactly copied in the Kyoto realistic physical constraint until the model
Protocol, has been successful in
persistence in challenging multiple areas of
closely matches the observational data, and
the science on anthropogenic climate
bringing down production and
then declaring that you’ve proven that those
atmospheric science the more I wonder why
change was wrong—that global
‘Predictably,
consumption of ozone depleters. variables caused the changes in the
the University of Waterloo is letting him teach
warming was being driven by CFCs,
Lu immediately
That CFCs and HCFCs are
physics at all.
observations.’ It is essentially tautological.
not burning fossil fuels.
became the darling of warming gases and are being
‘Skeptical Science’ says it is like rigging a card
Dr Lu has not done any work that would call
The author, University of
the climate denier
reduced is not in dispute. But
into doubt the huge body of work that has
game and then bragging that you are a great
Waterloo physics professor Qingmedia.’
what Dr Lu appears to have done card player when you win the game.
already established the relative impact of solar
Bin Lu, concluded:
was to take those elements we know
It turns out Dr Lu’s previous papers
activity over time. Furthermore, he claims that
‘The observed data show that CFCs
attempting to disprove carbon
global warming has declined, when in fact it is
combining with cosmic rays most likely caused are true and force them to fit his
‘Scientists
predetermined theory. Scientists
increasing decade over decade. And he bases
dioxide as the primary cause of
both the Antarctic ozone hole and global
from around the
observed warming and pin it on all his temperature readings on land-based
warming … The total amount of CFCs, ozone- from around the world have
world have taken a
taken a critical look at his paper
CFCs and cosmic rays (papers measurements, completely ignoring the fact
depleting molecules that are well-known
critical look at his paper
in 2009 and 2010) already gave that the oceans have been warming rapidly. A
greenhouse gases, has decreased around 2000. and find nothing there but
and find nothing there
nonsense.
rise to peer-reviewed papers
quite striking statement of the amount of
Correspondingly, the global surface
but nonsense.’
Here is his basic line of
that rejected his approach. In ‘Do increased ocean warming comes from
temperature has also dropped.’
argument: to the extent that there
cosmic-ray-driven
electron- Skeptical Science :
Predictably, Lu immediately became the
were warming trends before the advent
‘Over the past decade, ocean and overall
induced reactions impact stratospheric
darling of the climate denier media. He is a
global heating have continued to rise rapidly,
young associate professor at Waterloo, with his of CFCs, the warming was due to solar activity. ozone depletion and global climate change?’
Along came CFCs/HFCs (with action by
(Atmospheric Environment 45 (2011) 3508- accumulating the equivalent of about 4
undergraduate and masters degrees from
cosmic rays) and look at how the temperature 3514) German scientists Groob and Muller
Hiroshima atomic bomb detonations per
China and his PhD from Newcastle in
increases, and now that there are fewer CFCs
concluded:
second.’ This is also ignored by Professor Lu.
Australia. He is not part of the
‘The methods of analysing
Interestingly, his paper is well-timed in
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change the warming trends are in decline.
There are a few problems with this thesis.
ozone
and global
anticipation
of the June 8th
(IPCC).
‘‘Skeptical
1) Numerous studies have demonstrated
announcement by President Obama and
temperature data used by
On the basis of this one paper,The Province
Science’ says it is
that the level of warming from 1850- 1970
Lu, which are based
argued that ‘panicky governments ... should
like rigging a card game President Xi of the People’s Republic of
solely on correlations of and then bragging that
China that a shared programme to
stop letting their brains be fried by professional reflected the build up of GHG, and that
removing natural forcing, the trend lines match parameters, are not
destroy HCFCs has been launched.
alarmists ... and keep a cool head.’
you are a great card
GHG projections, and thus are not explicable
Climate is stressed in the announcement
conclusive to explain the
player when you win
Remember CFCs
due
to
solar
activity.
Models
simply
cannot
from
the White House and Peoples
complex
processes
both
of
the
game.’
Of course, it has been known since well before
match the experienced warming if
Republic of China : ‘The transitions out of
ozone depletion and surface
we negotiated the Montreal Protocol in 1987
anthropogenic forcing is left out of the models; temperature development.’
CFCs and HCFCs provide major ozone layer
that chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) act as both
2) the attribution of warming to cosmic rays
That same article references a number of
protection benefits, but the unintended
ozone depleters and greenhouse gases, as do
has
been
disproved,
and
consequence is the rapid current and projected
other
articles
that
have
also
rebutted
Lu’s
weaker ozone depleters used to replace CFCs,
3)
the
rate
of
warming
is
not
in
decline
as
future growth of climate-damaging HFCs.’
claims
that
CFCs
exert
more
of
a
warming
the HCFCs. Not all ozone depleters are
CFCs decline.
Perhaps this is nothing more than
effect than the more voluminous carbon
dioxide emissions.
coincidence.
Tricky for Lu to explain how one group of
Newly elected Green MLA and renowned
warming gases (CFCs/HCFCs in relatively
climate scientist, Dr Andrew Weaver, summed
smaller volumes) exert warming when other up the attitude of many scientists who have
GHG in gigantic quantities (carbon dioxide) do responded to the most recent salvo from Prof
Lu. ‘It’s unbelievable,’ says Weaver. That’s not
not. To do so, he relies on a theory that
atmospheric capacity for any more CO2 uptake hyperbole. It’s simply the case that no one with
is ‘saturated.’ This particular theory was
a background in CFCs, cosmic rays, solar
The Penders’ First Nations Reconciliation Initiative
rebutted and put to bed in 1956 by Dr G N Plass energy, terrestrial or oceanic temperature
and others (Am. Sci 44 in 1956, and again in
changes, or carbon dioxide loadings in the
relationship with the First Nations that share
hen most of us thought ‘That was
atmosphere can believe Professor Lu’s
Am. Sci98 in 2010), and no one since has
just a dream some of us had,’ Truth the territory, and examine ways that we can all
theories. 0
disproved their work.
contribute to the reconciliation process.
and Reconciliation are coming to
In fact, the scientific community, with
The Initiative will culminate in a weekend
Vancouver this September. But then again, it’s
of events bringing together Gulf Islanders from
really just The Residential School Truth and
all the islands and neighbouring First Nations
Reconciliation Commission that is coming.
UMMER ARTH DUCATION ROGRAMS
Lots of folk seem to think this commission people. Bob Watts from the Mohawk and
The Gulf Islands Centre for Ecological Learning is now accepting registrations for
Ojibwa Nations, a former Executive Director of
is of concern only to the First Nations people
its SEEP activities on Cortes, Mayne, Pender, Saturna and Salt Spring islands.
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, will
who have been suffering the effects of the
Our programs integrate the knowledge and understanding of marine, forest and
deliver the key-note address. Other planned
residential schools for the last three or four
freshwater
ecosystems, food-growing and local First Nations knowledge. We use
activities include guided walks, First Nations
generations. But if there is going to be any
natural
science,
multi-sensory experiences, art, photography, theatre, story telling,
teachings, skills demonstrations, and displays
recognition of the truth or any semblance of
music and play as core learning methods.
throughout the Pender Islands. A traditional
reconciliation, it’s really up to the whole
feast and a service by the faith communities on
Canadian community to pay attention to the
Salt Spring Island
Saturna Island
the Penders will round out the weekend.
truths being told and to find a way to go the
• SEEP Camps: July 8 to 12, July 15 to
• SEEP Camp: August 20-24
extra mile towards reconciliation.
Why It Matters
19, and July 22 to 26
Jessica Willows, jwillows@sd64.bc.ca
From the late 1800s to the 1960s, the
• It matters because the horror of Indian
Andrew McPhee amcphee@sd64.bc.ca
Residential Schools policy forced young
Residential Schools, a fundamental breach of
children into reform-school like institutions far the human rights of our Aboriginal peoples,
Cortes Island
Mayne Island
from home for most of their childhood.
happened right here in Canada—a country
• Environmental Leaders Apprenticeship • NEW! Seedlings Program: July 22
Through myriad court cases and testimony to proud to be a world leader in human rights
Program: August 11 to 17 1317 years
to 26 3-5 years 9amnoon
• It matters because we share this land with
date at the Residential Schools Truth and
Andrew McPhee amcphee@sd64.bc.ca
Tina Farmilo tinafarmilo@shaw.ca
First Nations, Inuit, and Métis—people from
Reconciliation Commission, the incredibly
Fee: $500.00
Fee $140.00
vibrant cultures who are vital contributors to
destructive impact of these schools on
• Forest Program: July 29 to August 2
individuals, families, communities, and First Canadian society.
Pender Island
•
It
matters
because
a
healthy
future
for
Nations is coming to light.
• SEEP Camp: July 22 to 26
• Marine Program: August 5 to 9
Canada depends on us all facing the awful
In an initiative to prepare for the arrival of
•
Garden
Program:
August
12
to
16
Jessica Willows, jwillows@sd64.bc.ca
consequences of a past government policy
the Residential Schools Truth and
Andrea Mills amills@sd64.bc.ca
designed to ‘kill the Indian in the child.’
Reconciliation Commission this fall, Penders’
• It matters because the Residential Schools
First Nations Reconciliation Initiative is
Unless otherwise noted programs are:
legacy is one of the major causes of poverty,
proposing a summer of engaging activities to
homelessness, substance abuse, and violence
Time: 10am to 4pm, Monday through Friday
help us all participate more fully in Canada’s
among Aboriginal Canadians.
Children ages 6 to 12 • Fees: $200/week/child
Truth and Reconciliation process.
• It matters because reconciliation with our
Limited financial assistance is available for all programs.
The initiative will kick off with involvement Aboriginal peoples will bring a rewarding
in Penders’ Canada Day celebrations. Then a
richness to our country.
GULF ISLANDS CENTRE FOR ECOLOGICAL LEARNING
series of films and speakers—each followed by
Watch for event announcements so you too
Consult our website at www.gicel.ca or email: gicel@gicel.ca.
circle discussions—will explore Canada’s
can come out and get involved. 0
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Council Chair Sheila Malcolmson, who also chairs the Salt
Spring Island Local Trust Committee. ‘The bylaw makes fairly
subtle changes in the local trust committee’s powers, but they
are important. They allow us to move forward with the
collaborative approach that communities have found is so
George Grams, who also chairs the St Mary Lake Watershed
Working Group. ‘The agencies involved in water protection on necessary for effective watershed management.’
The quality of drinking water in some of Salt Spring Island’s
Salt Spring recognize the need for more coordination and
lakes has been a longstanding issue of concern for islanders,
support the local trust committee in taking on a stronger role.
with environmental, health and economic implications. The Salt
What this bylaw means is that the local trust committee can
Spring Island Local Trust Committee has allocated $12,550 of
coordinate the work of the many organizations involved in
its annual funding to the project this fiscal year, which may be
protecting watersheds, monitoring implementation and
supplemented by contributions from other agencies and grant
evaluating the results.’
‘This is just a first step, but we hope over the long term it will revenues.
In future years, the bylaw indicates any new activities
lead to effective solutions for water issues on Salt Spring Island,’
said Peter Grove, also a Salt Spring Island trustee. ‘Community requiring more than $5,000 within Trust Council’s budget and
solely related to the SSILTC’s new role would be funded by a
volunteers have done some wonderful work in developing
special tax levy within the Salt Spring Island Local Trust Area.
watershed management plans, but without a coordinated
The Islands Trust Council is a federation of local government
approach by government agencies, it is difficult for those plans
bodies representing 25,000 people living within the Islands
to gain traction. Eventually, I think this will go a long way
Trust Area. The Islands Trust is responsible for preserving and
towards prioritizing activities, consulting with the public,
protecting the unique environment of the Islands Trust Area
implementing meaningful solutions and keeping everyone
through planning and regulating land use, development
informed.’
management, education, cooperation with other agencies, and
While the SSILTC is already participating in the St Mary
Lake Watershed Working Group, its role in that group has been land conservation. The area covers the islands and waters
between the British Columbia mainland and southern
somewhat limited to work related to its land use planning
responsibilities under the Islands Trust Act. The committee was Vancouver Island. It includes 13 major and more than 450
smaller islands covering 5200 square kilometres. 0
also limited in the way it could use staff resources for broader
coordination work.
‘I’m pleased that the Islands Trust Act allows us to develop
this innovative approach to a local issue,’ said Islands Trust
In the last months, Islanders have nominated eight individuals
and six groups for the 12th annual Islands Trust Community
Stewardship Awards Program. Stewardship Awards are the
Islands Trust’s ‘Oscars.’
This year nominations came from Bowen, Denman,
Gabriola, Galiano, Lasqueti, Mayne, North and South Pender,
Salt Spring and Saturna Islands.
Activities nominated include shoreline care; water
stewardship; creation of a public golf course; volunteer fire
fighting; restoring a historic building; climate change education
and leadership; bird monitoring; support to women facing
violence; environmental and social justice leadership; and,
promoting public participation in island governance.
Last month, Sheila Malcolmson, Chair of the Islands Trust
Council said, ‘I am really pleased with the high number of
nominations. The many people who dedicate their energy, time
and imagination to strengthening their island communities and
safeguarding our natural environment are an inspiration to all
of us. I also want to thank all of the islanders who took the time
to nominate their neighbours so we can all recognize and
celebrate the tremendous contributions islanders make every
day.’

Salt Spring to coordinate protection of water resources

O

n June 11 at its quarterly meeting on Mayne Island, the
Islands Trust Council voted to delegate some of its
coordinating and advocacy powers to the Salt Spring
Island Local Trust Committee (SSILTC). Three readings were
given to a delegation bylaw and formal adoption is scheduled
for consideration later in June. The bylaw supplements the
committee’s existing powers for land use regulation by enabling
it to take on a formal coordinating role with other agencies to
preserve and protect water resources in the Salt Spring Island
Local Trust Area.
This is the first time that the Islands Trust Council has
delegated additional powers to a local trust committee. The
initiative came at the request of the Salt Spring Island Local
Trust Committee, which has made watershed management a
top priority on its work program, particularly to address water
quality issues facing St Mary Lake, the largest drinking water
supply on the island. The move is supported by the Capital
Regional District, the North Salt Spring Waterworks District,
and the Fernwood, Highland and Highland-Maliview water
districts. The agencies are all members of the St Mary Lake
Watershed Working Group, formed last year to address
concerns regarding water quality in the lake.
‘Due to the complexity of watershed management and
overlapping jurisdictions, we need to collaborate and take a
long- term approach if we want to improve water quality and
do so in an effective manner,’ said Salt Spring Island Trustee

Islands’ stewards celebrated

Group Nominations
• Bowen Island Golf Association for creating a public golf
course;
• Denman Island Volunteer Fire Department for serving and
protecting Denman Island;
• Lasqueti Island Forage Fish Team for monitoring beaches
for forage fish habitat;
• Mayne Island Conservancy Society for their shoreline care
program;
• Salt Spring Island Water Preservation Society for 31 years
of work on water issues on the island; and,
• Salt Spring Island Water Council for ten years of work on
water issues on the island.

Individual Nominations

If you see a wildfire call *5555 on your cell.
Nearly half of all wildfires are preventable. Please, be responsible in our forests.

To learn more visit BCWildfire.ca
www.islandtides.com

• Richard Blagborne, Saturna Island, for his role in saving
and restoring the Fog Alarm building at East Point Park;
• Dr Peter Carter and Julie Johnston, North Pender Island,
for their climate change work;
• Mike Hoebel, Galiano Island, for his bird monitoring
programs on the island;
• Ana Miriam Leigh (posthumous), Denman Island, for 20
years of support to women facing violence on Denman Island;
• Jan Slakov, Salt Spring Island, for her environmental and
social justice leadership;
• Patrick Smith, South Pender Island, for musical leadership
and musical healing in the Southern Gulf Islands;
• Chris and Judith Plant, Gabriola Island, for promoting and
demonstrating sustainability through book publishing; and,
• Jill Treewater, Salt Spring Island, for promoting public
participation in island governance.
The nominees chosen for extra recognition at Mayne Trust
Council on June 12 were: Richard Blagborne, Saturna Island;
Chris and Judith Plant, Gabriola Island, for promoting and
demonstrating sustainability through book publishing; Jan
Slakov, Salt Spring Island, for her environmental and social
justice leadership; Salt Spring Island Water Council for ten years
of work on water issues on the island; Lasqueti Island Forage
Fish Team for monitoring beaches for forage fish habitat; and
Mayne Island Conservancy Society for their shoreline care
program.
Next year’s award nominations will open in March 2014. 0
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The salal course come first, of course! Herbivores in table manner training.

What’s On?
Now till the end of June

June 27 to October 12

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
Single-venue (50 words): $33.60, $39.90 w image • Multi-venue (70 words):$44.10/,
$50.40 w image • Includes gst, payment with order by Visa or MasterCard please.

Sunday, June 30

Friday-Sunday, July 19-21

IceBear, of Sidney wall mural High Tide Concerts – Ziggy Marley: Thurs, June
fame—exhibition of
27, Royal Theatre, 8pm;
spectacular new works in
Steve Miller Band: Sun, June
acrylic • Peninsula Gallery,
30, Archie Browning Sports
Beacon Ave • Monday to
Centre, 7:30pm; Fred
THE GREAT WHEEL Saturday, 9am to 5pm • Please
Eaglesmith: Thurs, Aug 1,
drop in • Info: www.pengal.com, 1-877-787-1896,
Hermann’s Jazz Club, 8pm;
• SIDNEY
The Beach Boys: Thurs, Aug
22, Port Theatre, 7:30pm;
Daily until September 15
Don McLean: Sat, Oct 12,
ArtCraft—fine arts and crafts at
Alix Goolden Performance Hall, 7:30pm • Info &
BC’s longest running show:
Tickets: hightideconcerts.net; McPherson Box
ceramics, fibre arts, basketry,
Office 250.386.6121, & Port Theatre (Beach Boys)
painting, jewelry, wood
250.754.8550 • VICTORIA & NANAIMO
accessories… decorative and
June 29 to September 1
functional, The Best of Salt Spring
june to
Summer Swim Schedule, Commonwealth
in downtown Ganges • Open 7 days
ope
Pool—enjoy weekend ‘Everyone Welcome Fun
a week, 10am–5pm at Mahon Hall, 114 Rainbow
Swims’: the wavepool, waterslide, diving boards,
Road • Info: 250.537.0899,
pirate ship and toddler pool, swirlpool, steam, and
www.ssartscouncil.com • SALT SPRING
sauna all summer long • Saanich Commonwealth
Saturdays, June to September
Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat Bay Hwy at
Ganges Saturday Market Scenic Shuttle—enjoy
Royal Oak exit) • Fri: 7-9pm; Sat: 1-4pm Sun: 1a cruise, viewing abundant wildlife and maybe even
4pm• SAANICH
see Orca on the way to the vibrant market and
Saturday & Sunday, June 29 - 30
Ganges sightseeing and shopping • Depart
Hope Bay Boat Days—boats, music, food, family
Pender, Mayne and Saturna every Saturday
morning, returning at 12:30pm • $85 return inc tax
• Info & booking: Peter at dstinfo@shaw.ca, 250539-3211/604-377-5385 • PENDER, MAYNE,
GALIANO & SALT SPRING

Book Launch by Barry Mathias (author of the
29th Annual Islands Folk Festival—featuring:
acclaimed Ancient Bloodlines
Judy Collins, Shawn Phillips, Connie
Trilogy) of his latest historical novel:
Kaldor, Jim Byrnes Blues Band
Celtic Dreams of Glory, •
and many more • Providence
Reception lounge at Poets Cove
Farm, Duncan, Onsite camping
Resort & Spa, refreshments •
• Advance tickets at all Thrifty
1pm-3pm. All welcome. •
Food locations or online until
PENDER
July 15th • Weekend PassAdult $110/ Teen $94 • Day,
Canada Day, Monday, July 1
evening and VIP passes at the
64th Annual Saturna Island Lamb Barbeque—
gate or online, Kids 12 & under Free
traditional lamb dinner or casual and vegetarian
• Info: www.islandsfolkfestival.ca,
fare, children’s games, live entertainment, beer
250.748.3975 • DUNCAN
garden, arts & crafts, moorage at Winter Cove,
Saturday, July 20-Thursday 26,
shuttle to/from ferries dock (sorry, no dogs) • Gulf
Islands National Park Reserve, Winter Cove Park • Cellozen for Cellists 18years+ and for mature
Grounds open 10am-4:30pm; dinner served 1:30- younger cellists—Principal Cellist Philip Hansen,
2:30pm • Dinner tickets: Adults $20, Children $10, Calgary Philharmonic will offer technique studies to
all levels, performance opportunities, private
Group tickets available • Info: Melanie Gaines,
250.539.2452; www.saturnalambbarbeque.com • lessons and repertoire master classes; Rosen
Sokolov MA Kinesiology will focus on core strength
SATURNA
training • Cost: $200, accommodation available •
July 4 to July 7
INFO: visit www.cellozen.com • QUADRA
Dancing In The Belly Of The
Thursday, July 25 to Monday, July 29
Dragon—InFrinGinG Dance
The 3rd Annual Discovery Islands Festival of
Festival: four days of outdoorChamber Music—world-class musicians under
staged cultural dance featuring
the directorship of Phil Hansen in a feast of
performances from India, Spain,
Baroque music • July 25 to 28:Quadra Island, July
Brazil, Quebec, First Nations;
29: Fanny Bay; venues: Kameleon Restaurant,
and workshops, dialogue •
South End Farm & Winery, Quadra Community
Maffeo Sutton Park, Nanaimo,
Centre, Gowlland Harbour Resort and Fanny Bay
alongside Dragon Boat Festival •
Every Saturday, until Thanksgiving
fun! • Hope Bay Wharf and Shops • SAT EVENING
Hall •Tickets: Early Bird until July 2: $25 to $30,
Schedule/ticketed events:
Pender Islands’ Farmers’ Market—fresh, local
shows start 6pm; SUNDAY: 11am Grand Opening 1, www.crimsoncoastdance.org or
gourmet food included, 1.888.605.4545 to reserve
produce, baked goods, local art, artisan works &
1-4pm wooden boat show, music (free for
• Info: www.difestival.com, 250.285.3322 •
nanaimodragonboat.com • NANAIMO
demonstrations, culinary delights; guest speakers
everyone), Sunday ourdoor concert start 5pm •
QUADRA & FANNY BAY
Thurs thru Sun, July 18-21
on current topics, buskers, musicians; bring your
Advance ticket for concerts: Talisman, Southridge,
Saturday & Sunday, July 27 & 28
Annual Denman Island Readers and Writers
friends and family, enjoy lunch or a snack, you
Café at Hope Bay and Dockside Realty • Info:
Chemainus Bluegrass Festival—bands include
Festival—Mainstage Events, Solo
never know what you’ll find or who you’ll meet! •
www.hopebayboatdays.com • PENDER
Highrise Lonesome, Five on a String, and other top
Readings and Workshops • Featuring
Community Hall • 9:30am-1pm • Info: www.pifi.ca
Sunday, June 30
groups, presented by Chemainus Valley Cultural
Maude Barlow, J Edward Chamberlin,
• PENDER
Galiano Library Grand Opening Ceremony
Arts Society • Waterwheel Park • Saturday
Kevin Chong, Esi Edugyan, Terry
Friday, June 28 thru Sunday, July 7
—celebrate the official Fallis, Lorna Goodison, Katherine
11am–9pm, Sunday 11am– 6pm • Admission by
‘Eclectic Visions’ photo-art annual exhibition—
opening of Galiano’s
donation of $15 (Saturday), $10 (Sunday), $20
Monk, Steven Price, Anakana
Salt Spring Photography Club ;
new library: music,
(weekend), deals for families • Info:
Schofield, Wedlidi Speck, Fred
Opening Reception: Friday, June 28
Pancho the juggler,
www.chemainusbluegrass.com, 250 246-1389 •
Wah, moderated by Kathryn
from 5–7pm, meet the
library tours, cake—
CHEMAINUS
Gretsinger with special guest
photographers and enjoy
fun for all ages! • Library beside the school, 1290
Des Kennedy and Denman Writers •
Monday, July 29 to Friday, August 2
refreshments • Exhibition 10amSturdies Bay Rd • 1:30 to 3:30 pm • Info:
Info: 250.335.2113,
4:30pm daily; • Artspring Gallery •
Youth Soccer Camp—ages 4 to 14,
www.galianolibrary.org • GALIANO
www.denmanislandwritersfestival.com • DENMAN
Info: www.ssphotog.ca • SALT
led by World Cup Soccer Camp
SPRING
coaches • School field • 6 to 14
years: 3:30pm-6:30pm, $95; 4 to 5
years: 3:30-4:30pm, $45 •
Registration deadline July 22, print
forms: www.worldcupsoccercamp.com, drop-off
250.629.3660
forms at Southridge Store • Local info: Serena
www.islandtides.com
van Bakel, 250.629.9932 • PENDER

A GREAT PRICE TO LET 40,000 PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT YOUR EVENT!
islandtides@islandtides.com
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Galiano’s new library will have its grand opening on June 30th.

Housing options for Pender seniors - Patrick Brown
Live at home, in ‘pods’, or in a ‘seniors’ village’? Some 80 Pender
Island seniors—and near-seniors—spent Saturday afternoon,
June 8, in animated discussion of the housing options that face
them as they age.
According to Community Volunteer Co-ordinator Andrea
Mills, some 57% of Pender’s permanent population is over 60,
including a remarkable 14% over 74. This was reflected in
general agreement that as they grow older, seniors wished to
stay on the Island as long as possible. But it also suggests that
many seniors did leave the Island.
Given the large number of devoted Islanders who came here
in their 40s, it seems that the senior population wishing to live
out their lives on the island will be continue to be large, and
seniors’ housing would be an increasing community need, along
with the access to living assistance and care.

Roasting Fancy Coffee

for mail orders since 1982
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• design • installation
• service
VISIT NEW WEBSITE!

from Thetis Island to you
www.potofgoldcoffee.com

BOB BURGESS

250-246-2155

•

bob@rainwaterconnection.com
www.rainwaterconnection.com

Experience Counts!

1.888.296.8059
www.wintonhomes.ca
You’ll be right at home!
Shop Something Different!

9100 East Saanich Rd
North Saanich

www.roostfarmcentre.com

Ship To Shore

Tree Service

www.shiptoshore.ca

10940 West Saanich Rd
250-656-2547
www.deepcovemarket.com

it was not surprising that the need for a community bus was
identified as a first priority, no matter what other seniors’
The spark for the meeting was provided by longtime Pender
housing option eventuate. Proposals for a bus service are
resident and entrepreneur Karl Hamson, who has seized the
already actively being pursued, and Gabriola’s newly launched
initiative by optioning a six-acre property next to the Driftwood
bus service, using volunteer drivers, was noted.
shopping centre, a site which he felt would be ideal for a ‘seniors’
Meeting Seniors’ Needs
village’, with up to twenty small living units and several common
How
could
the
three choices being discussed—and many infacilities.
between
variations—serve
seniors as they required increasing
Another option, presented for discussion by Wendy
assistance
and
care?
Discussions,
in café format, considered
MacDonald, was the possibility that small groups of seniors
‘independent living’ through various levels of support (mealscould share houses, possibly with a live-in caregiver. Each
on-wheels, regular home-care, 24-hour, on-call care), and
resident could have their own bedroom and bathroom, and
share living and kitchen space. Such arrangements were termed eventual transition to longterm care, with provision for adult
‘pods’, and she presented examples of houses, currently for sale day-care (a bathing assistance program?), caregiver respite, and
palliative care.
on the Island, that were large enough to serve the purpose.
In addition, new construction, renovations, and services
We do love the places we are used to and many seniors
would
have to be financed, and here it was assumed that
wished to stay in current houses as long as possible, even though
government would be unable to meet the need; a communitythey may have difficulty maintaining their properties. This
based non-profit organization was preferred. Equity ownership,
‘aging in place’ necessitates an extensive ‘home support’
network; so this third choice posed the question of what support ‘tenants in common’, shares, life leases, and other forms of
tenancy/participation should be possible.
would be necessary and how could it be provided?
Community nurses and other services could be more easily
Bus Service
provided if seniors lived in groups; currently nurses spend much
Though Pender was the initiator, through Barry Mathias, of the
of their time driving from place to place.
marvellous ‘car stops’ system (currently being expanded),
Evaluating the options
islanders say they need a bus service. Like other islands, land
The
‘pod’
idea
came in for a lot of discussion; it provided a great
development has resulted in rural-style, decentralized
deal
of
flexibility,
but demanded compatibility among the
community facilities. On Pender, the school, clinic, and Plum
residents;
it
might
be best if a group of seniors came together
Tree Court (six units of low-cost rental seniors’ housing, with
before setting out to find a suitable house. Different pods would
plans for four more) are located a couple of kilometres (with
have different lifestyles, and trial live-in arrangements could be
steep Scarff Hill in between) from the Driftwood shopping
necessary; it might be hard to set rules.
centre, which in turn is a few kilometers from the community
The idea of using an existing house was favourably received;
hall, library, the Nu-to-Yu, recycling centre. And everything is
but renovations would probably be necessary. Pod residents
several kilometers from the ferry terminal.
might, however, be able to locate in the neighbourhood where
In addition, much of the population is concentrated in the
1200 lot, sprawling Magic Lake Estates subdivision, which is at they had lived before.
The Seniors’ Village
a remove from all these facilities.
Some seniors can no longer drive. And other sectors of the
The idea of a ‘village’, particularly next to the Driftwood Mall,
community are eager to embrace low-carbon transportation. So seemed to have possibilities: facilities and services (adult day
care, meal preparation, guest accommodations, etc.) all in one
place, and a good chance to interact with the community (the
POETS COVE
PENDER ISLAND
BC
fear of a seniors’ ‘ghetto’ arose more than once). There would
be an opportunity for innovative building techniques, and
common infrastructure (water, septic, road access, etc.). The
site was well treed, and yet open to the south, for sunshine. It
might well be easier to fund and finance than other options.
Much interesting discussion, however, centred around the
‘aging in place’ option, which would enable seniors to stay in
their own houses. A big concern was the maintenance of houses;
there was a need for a network of tradesmen who could be
available to carry out minor repairs and maintenance, and also
be available at short notice for emergencies.
Assistance in adapting houses for the increasingly infirm was
needed. Some existing services—meals on wheels, home care—
would need significant expansion.
Help with legal documentation (powers of attorney,
representation agreements, etc.) would probably be useful.
Finally, there was a need for education: seniors would need help
in their transitions (and also had experience they could pass on
to others).
With this decentralized approach, some sort of co-ordinating
network/group might well be required.
Overall, the discussion was just a start, but a useful one; it
highlighted just how many seniors there are on Pender; they
are all, obviously, getting older; and they want to stay on the
w w w. p o e t s c o v e . c o m • 2 5 0 - 6 2 9 - 2 1 0 0
Island. 0
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